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• cross-companies virtual classrooms (online Q&A sessions and group 
workshops with a learning supervisor)

• online assessment quizzes
• optional further readings

Who is the Certificate for?
• Senior executives,
• Line and project managers,
• Managers in contact with customers and partners (account, sales & 

marketing and pre-sales managers) 

Learning goals 
The program enables learners to:
• develop a sound and systematic message on the technological

environment with customers and partners, 
• make decisions on subjects with a substantial tech component. 

Upon completion of the program, participants will:
• have a deeper understanding of the main tech trends,
• be able to make sense of the key tech terms beyond fads and jargon,
• feel comfortable exchanging with IS specialists and other experts, 

and eventually challenge them, 
• have the mental models needed to put those technologies and trends 

into a systemic perspective, 
• understand how tech and business intersect in an innovation 

framework.

Learners will be issued with an Executive Short Certificate
from Telecom Paris, subject to attendance and successful
completion of the assessment. 

100% DISTANCE LEARNING - 20 HOURS 

Grasp the business issues in current and future 
technologies
Tech is reinventing our world and reshaping our organizations. Businesses 
need to take inspiration from tech companies and seize the opportunities
offered by the latest technologies to remain competitive and innovative. To 
stay on top of this global movement, businesses need to call all their forces 
into play by raising awareness among managers and project leaders across
every department. 
Stemming from the Tech & Digital Sovereignty Observatory created by 
Telecom Paris and Netexplo, Deep Tech for Business is a 20-hour online 
program. Leading to an Executive Short Certificate issued by the world-
class engineering school, Telecom Paris, the program enables learners to 
grasp cutting-edge technologies and factor them into their companies’ 
development strategies. 

Deep Tech for Business consists in:
• an overview of today’s major technologies, from the Cloud to Machine 

Learning;
• a presentation of tomorrow’s technologies in non-specialist terms, 

including Deep Learning, Blockchain and Quantum Computing; 
Business line executives and project managers;

• an introduction to the mental models for grasping tech progress and 
putting it to business use (account managers, pre-sales, sales & 
marketing executives). 

The variety of learning approaches is a key feature of the 
program, including:
• online lectures by Telecom Paris faculty
• interviews with deep tech startups and expert presentations
• testimonials from personalities including Marko Erman (SVP, Chief 

Scientific Officer, Thales), Luc Julia (co-creator, Siri and Chief 
Scientific Officer, Renault) and Vincent Niebel (Group Head of IS, EDF) 
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Teaching is delivered by the Telecom Paris faculty. Content is
illustrated and enhanced by first-hand accounts from corporations 
and startups.
Virtual classes bring learners together to share their questions and 
work in groups.
A chatroom lets learners ask questions to faculty at any time 
(particularly during e-learning sessions).

Virtual classrooms
Plenary of workgroup sessions 

Chat

E-learning platform
formationadistance.deeptechforbusiness.com

Learning resources included:

MODALITÉS PÉDAGOGIQUESSpeakers
The program is designed and engineered by: 

Ghislain Mazars,

CEO HFactory, lecturer

It is delivered by expert professors and researchers at Telecom Paris, a 
top 10 global small university (THE) and part of Institut Polytechnique de 
Paris, Europe’s #1 university for employability (QS). 
The program also features business use cases from major corporations 
that are members of the «Tech & Digital Sovereignty Observatory» or 
their startup partners.

Arrangements
The program is delivered in English or in French. 
There are no prerequisites.

Cost: your contact for a quote:
gpernoud@netexplo.org - +33 (0) 6 10 37 27 66
Persons with disabilities interested in the program should contact: 
fsegalen@netexplo.org - +33 (0) 6 99 21 68 78

Vidos Summary
sheets

Further
reading

Glossary Multiple
choice
test
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Ghislain Mazars

SEQUENCE 4
1H

Q&A SessionTRAINING CONTENTS
FO R B U S IN E S S

E xecutive Short
Certificate

Ghislain Mazars

SEQUENCE 1
30 MIN

Program introduction
Training goals and program structure
Self-assessment
“Science, Technology and Industry”, interview    
with Marko Erman (Thales) 

Executive Short Certificate

Digital Tools & Methods
“The Cloud”, Gérard Memmi (Telecom Paris)
“Tech & Software Practices”, interview with
Laurent Gaudillière (Capgemini) 
“IT for Strategic Differentiation”, interview with
Vincent Niebel (EDF)
“The Digital Turnaround”, Thomas Houy
(Telecom Paris) 

SEQUENCE 2
3H
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Leveraging the Techniques of AI
“Principles of Machine learning”, Stephan 
Clémençon (Telecom Paris)
“Machine Learning Applications and 
Challenges”, Stephan Clémençon (Telecom 
Paris) 
“Principles of Neural Networks”, Geoffroy 
Peeters (Telecom Paris)
“The Data Flywheel”, Ghislain Mazars 
(HFactory)
“Business Cases for Computer Vision”, 
interview with Levi Viana (Wintics) 

SEQUENCE 3
3H

Making Objects Smarter
“Chips, Networks and Sensors”, Bruno Thédrez
(Telecom Paris)
“From Design to Production”, interview with
Laurent Coussonnet (Yesitis) 
“Technology for the People”, interview with Luc 
Julia (Renault)

SEQUENCE 5
2H

Cybersecurity
“Managing Cyber Risks”, Olivier Vivolo (Orange)
“Principles of Cryptography”, Bertrand Meyer 
(Telecom Paris) “
Cryptography in a Quantum World”, Sébastien
Canard (Orange) 
“Securing the Autonomous Vehicle”, Marc 
Lacoste (Orange) 

SEQUENCE 6
3H

Virtual classes E-learning
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Workshop
“Integrating Technologies – Designing and 
Monetizing New Services”SEQUENCE 7

3H

New Frontiers
“Principles of Blockchain”, Bertrand Meyer 
(Telecom Paris)
“Adoption of Blockchain Technology”, interview 
with Clarisse Hagege (Dfns)
“Introduction to Quantum Computing”, Romain 
Alleaume (Telecom Paris) 
“Quantum Computers and Growth of a Deep
Tech Startup”, interview with Georges Reymond 
(Pasqal) 

SEQUENCE 8
3H
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Conclusion & final assessment
SEQUENCE 10

1H30



TECH & DIGITAL SOVEREIGNTY 
OBSERVATORY

The Telecom Paris & Netexplo Observatory on tech & digital 
sovereignty was created by the Netexplo Observatory and Télécom
Paris with the patronage of French Digital Minister Mr Cédric O. 

The Telecom Paris & Netexplo Observatory is unique in that it
brings together: 
• A representative of the French government,
• Elected representatives of regions,
• The head of a world-class engineering school specialising in 

digital technologies and telecommunications, 
• Netexplo’s global network of lecturers in tech and related

subjects from 19 leading universities,
• Major corporations using critical technologies in terms of digital 

sovereignty. 

The Telecom Paris & Netexplo Observatory is governed through
three bodies: 
• The Strategic Committee sets down the Observatory’s

orientations.
• The Scientific Committee gives scientific and learning

guidelines for the training programs decided on by the Strategic 
Committee.

• The Steering Committee oversees the implementation of the 
actions – training programs, events, publications - ser down by 
the Strategic Committee

SPEAKERS

Ghislain Mazars 
CEO HFactory,  
conférencier et  
enseignant

Thomas Houy
Assistant 
Professor,  
Telecom Paris

Geoffroy Peeters
Professor,
Telecom Paris

Bertrand Meyer
Assistant 
Professor, 
Telecom Paris

Gérard Memmi
Professor,
Telecom Paris

Stephan  
Clémençon
Professor,
Telecom Paris

Bruno Thédrez
Professor,
Telecom Paris

Romain Alleaume
Assistant 
Professor, 
Telecom Paris
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Contact : Guillaume Pernoud - gpernoud@netexplo.org
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